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Foreword 52 

<CLC standard text will be inserted.> 53 

Introduction 54 

This standard, along with the standards of the CEN-CLC XXXXX series, has been developed under Mandate 55 
M/543 of the European Commission.  56 

CEN, CENELEC and ETSI were requested by M/543 to develop horizontal standards and standardisation 57 
deliverables for energy-related products in support of implementation of the Ecodesign Directive 58 
(2009/125/EC) and to contribute to the transition towards a more circular economy. The standards developed 59 
under M/543 will be the baseline for future product publications covering specific energy-related products 60 
(ErP) or groups of related ErPs. The primary addressee of the standards in the CEN-CLC XXXXX series are 61 
experts preparing product specific publications on the various covered topics.  62 

Topics covered in the CEN-CLC XXXXX series are inter alia, product durability, reparability, reusability, 63 
recyclability, recycled content, ability to remanufacture, and product lifespan. While various important topics in 64 
the context of material efficiency are covered in the standards of the CEN-CLC XXXXX series, other subjects 65 
of material efficiency, e.g. renewable resources, biodegradable plastics, light weighting and multi functionality, 66 
are not covered for the moment, despite their potential impact on material efficiency. 67 

As ErP can often not be completely recycled and the benefits associated with material recovery cannot fully 68 
compensate the energy (and material) demand of the whole production chain, each disposed ErP also means 69 
losses in energy and materials. Especially precious and special metals are at present recycled only to a very 70 
limited extent and plastics are mainly used for energy recovery.  71 

Therefore securing a minimum technical life time or prolonging useful life by repair, remanufacturing and 72 
reuse are relevant contributions to resource efficiency of energy-related products. Improving recyclability of 73 
ErP or use of recycled materials in product manufacturing contributes toward closing material cycles. 74 

In order to ensure that measures indeed reduce the environmental impact related to ErPs, the entire life cycle 75 
of an ErP needs to be considered. In the case of durability this includes, for example, the evaluation of trade-76 
offs between longer lifetime and reduced environmental impacts of new products. Considerations such as 77 
these are addressed in the preparatory studies commissioned under Directive 2009/125/EC, which include life 78 
cycle assessment and life cycle costing. Whilst such aspects establish a relevant context for this standard, 79 
they are not addressed in detail. 80 

This standard covers a general method for the assessment of the (technical) life time of ErPs. It is especially 81 
linked to the horizontal standards on “Ability to repair, reuse and upgrade” and “Ability to re-manufacture” that 82 
have been published under CEN-CLC XXXXX series where they all shall be seen as sub-concepts to prolong 83 
the lifetime of products.  84 

The durability calculation methods presented in this standard can be used to model wider environmental and 85 
operating conditions than those used by laboratories in ideal test situations. 86 

1 Scope 87 

The scope of this European standard is to define parameters and methods for the assessment of durability of 88 
energy-related products (ErP) in the scope of the Ecodesign Directive 2009/125/EC. It provides a framework 89 
for consideration of the durability of products based on generic calculation and tests of the complete product 90 
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and its (critical) components such as reliability assessment, (accelerated) stress tests, etc. This European 91 
standard is not intended to be applied in the direct assessment of the durability of a specific ErP. Instead, 92 
product specific technical committees shall use this standard as method to define durability aspects, such as 93 
testing and calculation, of specific products or product groups.   94 

As the Ecodesign Directive addresses minimum performance requirements for market access, the main focus 95 
of this standard is to propose a general method to assess durability that is able to produce enough and 96 
verifiable evidence of compliance to become part of a regulatory framework.  97 

Maintenance (in the sense of definition 3.5) is covered by the standard, while repair considerations are 98 
addressed only to provide the link to the standard on “Ability to repair, reuse and upgrade” developed under 99 
CEN-CLC XXXXX series.  100 

NOTE Safety aspects are not directly considered in this standard despite, much of the guidance in this 101 
standard is based on tools also used for safety assessment, e.g. failure mode analyses (e.g. FTA, AFMEA, 102 
DFMEA).  103 

 104 

2 Normative references 105 

The following referenced documents are indispensable for the application of this document. For dated 106 
references, only the edition cited applies. For undated references, the latest edition of the referenced 107 
document (including any amendments) applies. 108 

 109 

EN 12973, Value management  110 

EN 16271, Value management – Functional expression of the need and functional performance specification - 111 
Requirements for expressing and validating the need to be satisfied within the process of purchasing or 112 
obtaining a product 113 

EN 60300-3-4, Dependability management – Part 3-4: Application guide – Guide to the specification of 114 
dependability requirements 115 

IEC 60300-3-5, Dependability management – Part 3-5: Application guide – Reliability test conditions and 116 
statistical test principles 117 

EN 61649, Weibull analysis 118 

EN 61709, Electric components - Reliability - Reference conditions for failure rates and stress models for 119 
conversion 120 

EN 62308, Equipment reliability - Reliability assessment methods 121 

EN 62506, Methods for product accelerated testing 122 

 123 

3 Terms and definitions 124 

For the purposes of this document, the following terms and definitions apply. 125 

3.1 126 
durability 127 
ability to function as required, under defined conditions of use, maintenance and repair, until a limiting state is 128 
reached 129 
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3.2 130 
limiting state 131 
state of a product (system) or any part thereof, when required function(s)/sub-function(s) is/are no longer 132 
delivered. 133 

Note to entry Fault or de-rated operating state reached due to a failure, a wear-out failure or a measurement accuracy 134 
out of range. 135 

3.3 136 
testing time to first failure 137 
time span or number of cycles for which a product functions as required under defined testing conditions until 138 
a failure 139 

Note to entry First failure is one example of limiting state. 140 

3.4 141 
first technical life time by calculation 142 
calculated time span or number of cycles for which a product functions as required under defined conditions of 143 
use until first failure based on statistical data and models 144 

NOTE It will be defined within the product specific standards if maintenance must be part of the defined conditions. 145 

3.5 146 
maintenance 147 
technical, management and supervisory actions intended to retain an item in a state in which it can perform as 148 
required, by mitigating degradation and reducing the probability of failure and fault 149 

Note to entry Corrective maintenance carried out after fault detection to restore a product to a state in which it can 150 
perform as required is referred to as “repair" for the purposes of this standard. 151 

3.6 152 
durability analysis 153 
analysis of the equipment’s responses to the stresses imposed by operational use, maintenance, 154 
transportation, storage and other activities throughout its specified life-cycle in order to estimate its predicted 155 
reliability and expected life. 156 

[EN 62308:2006, definition 3.1] 157 

Note to entry In this standard durability assessment is used as synonym for durability analysis 158 

3.7 159 
reliability 160 
ability to perform as required, without failure, for a given time interval, under given conditions 161 

[IEV 192-01-24] 162 

Note 1 to entry The time interval duration can be expressed in units appropriate to the item concerned, e.g. calendar 163 
time, operating cycles, distance run, etc., and the units should always be clearly stated. 164 

Note 2 to entry Given conditions include aspects that affect reliability, such as: mode of operation, stress levels, 165 
environmental conditions, and maintenance. 166 

Note 3 to entry Reliability can be quantified using measures defined in Section 192-05, Reliability related 167 
concepts: measures. 168 

3.8  169 
main function 170 
first function covering the user need(s) which is highlighted by any functional analysis 171 
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3.9 172 
main required function(s) 173 
required functions mandatory to assure the main function for which the product is intended to be used  174 

NOTE Due to the scope of this standard the environmental performance should be a main required function 175 

3.10 176 
sub-function(s) 177 
function(s) that enables, supplements or enhances the main function and main required function(s) 178 

3.11 179 
functional analysis 180 
process that describes completely the functions and their relationships, which are systematically 181 
characterised, classified and evaluated 182 

[EN 16271 2012, §3.9] 183 

Note 1 to entry The function structure is a part of the result of Function Analysis. 184 

Note 2 to entry Functional Analysis covers two approaches: the Functional Need Analysis (or External Function 185 
analysis) and the Technical Function Analysis (or Internal Function analysis). 186 

Note 3 to entry Function Analysis combines problem definition and problem solving. 187 

3.12 188 
normal service conditions 189 
environmental and operating conditions for which the product is type tested and that represent as closely as 190 
possible the range of normal use. 191 

3.13 192 
special service conditions 193 
service conditions not covered by normal service conditions 194 

3.14 195 
failure 196 
failure <of an item> 197 

loss of ability to perform as required 198 

[IEV 192-03-01l] 199 

Note 1 to entry A failure of an item is an event that results in a fault of that item: see "fault" (IEV 192-04-01). 200 

Note  2 to entry Qualifiers, such as catastrophic, critical, major, minor, marginal and insignificant, can be used to 201 
categorize failures according to the severity of consequences, the choice and definitions of severity criteria depending 202 
upon the field of application. 203 

Note 3 to entry Qualifiers, such as misuse, mishandling and weakness, can be used to categorize failures according to 204 
the cause of failure. 205 

3.15 206 
failure criterion 207 
pre-defined condition for acceptance as conclusive evidence of failure 208 

[IEV 192-03-03] 209 

EXAMPLE A defined limiting state of wear, crack propagation, performance degradation, leakage, etc. beyond which 210 
it is deemed to be unsafe or uneconomic to continue operation. 211 

Note to entry In a post-failure scenario, the conclusive evidence may be regarded as proof. 212 
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3.16 213 
fault <of an item> 214 
inability to perform as required, due to an internal state 215 

[IEV 192-04-01, modified] 216 

Note 1 to entry Qualifiers, such as specification, design, manufacture, maintenance or misuse, may be used to indicate 217 
the cause of a fault. 218 

Note 2 to entry The type of fault may be associated with the type of associated failure, e.g. wear-out fault and wear-out 219 
failure. 220 

Note 3 to entry The adjective “faulty” designates an item having one or more faults. 221 

3.18 222 
wear-out failure 223 
failure due to cumulative deterioration caused by the stresses imposed in use 224 

[192-03-15] 225 

Note 1 to entry The probability of occurrence of a wear-out failure typically increases with the accumulated operating 226 
time, number of operations, and/or stress applications. 227 

Note 2 to entry In some instances, it may be difficult to distinguish between wear-out and ageing phenomena. 228 

3.19 229 
wear-out part 230 
a component or assembly, which is expected to be subject to wear-out failure 231 

3.20 232 
spare part 233 
part (component, assembly or product) which can replace a faulty, failed or worn-out replaceable part covering 234 
the same operating and dependability functions 235 

3.21 236 
non-wearing part 237 
a component, device, product, equipment or assembly which can replace an operating device, product, 238 
equipment or assembly after a failure assuring the same operating and dependability performance 239 

3.22 240 
consumable 241 
a material, gas, fluid, component or device designed to feed the main function of a product, equipment or 242 
assembly, expected to be replaced several times along the product lifecycle 243 

 244 

4 Durability assessment 245 

4.1 General 246 

The reliability of a product is directly linked to durability aspects of the parts (components, subsystems and/or 247 
assemblies) of that product.  248 

Durability refer to the ability of a part to perform its required functions under stated conditions for a specified 249 
time, (or distance, operating cycles, etc.) withstanding the effects of time-dependent mechanisms such as 250 
fatigue, wear, corrosion, electrical parameter changes. While reliability is the probability that an item will 251 
perform a required function without failure under stated conditions for a stated period of time. Durability and 252 
reliability are core attributes of the wider concept of dependability, beside availability (readiness for correct 253 
service), maintainability (the ability for a process to undergo modifications and repairs) and maintenance 254 
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support. Therefore dependability standard series are an important basis for this European standard. These 255 
concepts are explained in more detail in Annex A. The product parts are “arranged” to a specific design in 256 
order to achieve desired functions with acceptable performance, durability and reliability. The types of 257 
components, their quantities, their quality and the way in which they are arranged within the product have a 258 
direct effect on the product’s dependability. 259 

The concept of system operation, on which dependability standards like EN 62347 are based, can also be 260 
applied to energy-related products. An ErP interacts with its environment to fulfil a specific purpose 261 
respectively objectives. Each function can be perceived as an element of the system. In order to determine 262 
the functions necessary to achieve each objective, a system specification is necessary.  263 

A first stage in a durability assessment is a functional analysis to identify the expected functions of the product 264 
(see EN 16271 & EN 12973). This will help to identify how the functions are fulfilled and how they will be 265 
checked for regulatory compliance. All information should contribute to the technical specification of the 266 
product. 267 

For functional analysis it is necessary to think abstractly in terms of objectives and end results rather than 268 
solutions. Describing the product functions facilitates a common language and enables an objective 269 
consideration of needs compared to the product itself. 270 

What constitutes a product can vary, and some ErPs within the scope of the Ecodesign Directive 2009/125/EC 271 
can in fact be a part of another product. For example, an electronic display is defined as a product but could 272 
be integrated as an interface within another product. Likewise for a motor which could also be part of a larger 273 
product such as a vacuum cleaner or washing machine. 274 

The flow chart in Figure 1 provides an overview of the preliminary stages and the main information required 275 
for an assessment, calculation and test of durability and to build the verification plan. The durability 276 
assessment is one aspect of the reliability assessment as described in annex A in accordance with EN 62308 277 
standard. 278 
 279 

 280 

Figure 1 — General durability and reliability analysis procedure  281 

 282 

The durability assessment provided includes the following: 283 

a) Selection of durability parameters to be evaluated 284 

Product definition by functional analysis

Durability and  reliability
assessment criteria definition

Definition of a testing and verification strategy

Parameters affecting durability

Other input data

Testing and verification plan







Product durability and reliability analyses
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b) Qualitative analysis based on a functional analysis and the respective failure modes of ErP 285 

c) Quantitative analysis  286 

d) Identification and development of test methods focussing to durability assessment 287 

 288 

The process described in Figure 1 can be broken down to describe the applicable methodologies and 289 
standards, as summarized in Figure 2. 290 

  291 

 292 

Figure 2 —Durability and reliability analysis procedure  293 

 294 

4.2 Product definition by Functional analysis 295 

4.2.1 Product objective and main function 296 

A product is designed for a purpose and must have defined objectives to achieve its purpose. These product 297 
objectives shall be defined and prioritised. When a system is covered by a product standard it is considered a 298 
product. 299 

The main function will address the key purpose of the product. The durability assessments shall be related to 300 
the main function(s). 301 

 302 

4.2.2 Identification, classification and relationships of the functions 303 

The starting point for a durability assessment is the functional analysis in relation to the end-user, which can 304 
then feed into the failure mode assessment. The methodologies described within the EN 12973 standard 305 
define associated durability criteria and can be used to specify main functional objectives and their respective 306 
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priority. The functional analysis is the core of the technical product specification, and is described in more 307 
detail in Annex B. 308 

In addition to the main function, a number of secondary functions will be fulfilled. The secondary functions 309 
should be ordered in accordance with their priority.  310 

EXAMPLE: The purpose of a home theatre system is to provide cinema-like entertainment in a home environment for a defined lifespan 311 
without maintenance under safe operation. Remote control battery change is an accepted maintenance action. The functional objectives 312 
may include secondary functions such as users’ perception of a clear picture vision, sound quality, connectable to internet, easy 313 
installation, upgradable and low power consumption. And also other function such as remote control could be replaced before the 314 
expected lifespan, being exposed to non-preventing event as a strong shock stress over those required by the product standard. 315 

A selection of key functions will be necessary to perform a specific operation successfully and meet durability 316 
requirements. To properly specify product durability it is necessary to carry out an evaluation of the functions 317 
that influence durability and those which do not. This requires consideration of the influencing conditions 318 
affecting the selected durability characteristics. 319 

For the operation of most ErP, all functions must meet both durability and reliability requirements for sustained 320 
operation. That is, all product functions during operation are needed to carry out the intended performance. 321 

 322 

4.3 Durability and reliability requirements and assessment criteria 323 

4.3.1 Requirements 324 

Product reliability and durability goals, characteristics and features should be listed. The product system 325 
durability goals should be allocated to the various sub-systems, functions or components using IEC 60300-3-4 326 
standard as guidance. 327 

The influence of the installation environment, although outside the responsibility of the manufacturer should 328 
also be assessed for its impact on reliability and durability. 329 

 330 

4.3.2 Reliability, availability, limiting states 331 

The limiting states of the product or parts thereof (fault or states due to failure modes, de-rated modes…) shall 332 
be determined, as well as their mechanisms, causes, effects and consequences. This will enable identification 333 
of the degradation mechanism (failures) that may cause limiting states and facilitate analysis of fault paths. 334 
The relation of reliability to the useful lifetime and examples of limiting states are described in more detail in 335 
Annex A.2. The standard dealing with the procedure for failure mode and effects analysis (FMEA) is the EN 336 
60812. 337 

These analyses are useful to identify, classify and mitigate risk regarding the defined limiting state(s) and to 338 
identify failure modes of the ErP, on which durability assessment should focus. 339 

When an FMEA analysis targets the application of the product (misuse, functional need…) it is termed an 340 
Application FMEA (AFMEA), when the analysis focuses the design stage it is termed a Design FMEA 341 
(DFMEA), and when the analysis is manufacturing oriented it is termed a Production FMEA (PFMEA). 342 

The reasons for undertaking Failure Mode Effects Analysis (FMEA) or Failure Mode Effects include: 343 

a) to identify those failures which have unwanted effects on system operation, e.g. preclude or significantly 344 
degrade operation or affect the safety of the user;  345 

b) to satisfy functional requirements; 346 
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c) to allow improvements to the reliability or safety (e.g. by design modifications or quality assurance 347 
actions); 348 

d) to allow improvement to the maintainability (by highlighting areas of risk or nonconformity for 349 
maintainability). 350 

In view of the above reasons for undertaking a FMEA effort, the objectives of an FMEA may include the 351 
following: 352 

a) a comprehensive identification and evaluation of effects, which could cause a failure within the defined 353 
boundaries of the system being analysed, and identification of the sequences of events brought about by 354 
each identified item failure mode, from whatever cause, at various levels of the system’s functional 355 
hierarchy; 356 

b) the determination of the criticality or priority for addressing/mitigation of each failure mode with respect to 357 
the correct function or performance of the system and the impact on the process concerned; 358 

c) a classification of identified failure modes according to relevant aspects, including their ease of detection, 359 
capability to be diagnosed, testability, compensating and operating provisions (repair, maintenance, 360 
logistics, etc.);  361 

d) identification of product-system functional failures and estimation of measures of the severity and 362 
probability of failure;  363 

e) analysis of the possibility of fault avoidance and development of design improvement plan for mitigation of 364 
failure modes; 365 

f) support for the development of an effective maintenance plan to mitigate or reduce likelihood of failure 366 
(see EN 60300-3-11).  367 

4.3.3 Environmental impact 368 

The assessment of durability has to be integrated with the assessment of the environmental impacts over the 369 
entire life cycle of an ErP (Life Cycle Assessment — LCA according to the ISO 14040 series). On the one 370 
hand the extension of the technical lifetime can reduce impacts due to the manufacturing and disposal of the 371 
product. On the other hand decreasing efficiency of worn-out products as well as technological progress 372 
embodied in new products can cause increase of environmental impacts with increased technical lifetime. 373 
Determining the optimal lifetime is therefore a crucial step for setting durability requirements. This step needs 374 
to be part of the scientific preparation process (preparatory studies) under the Ecodesign Directive. 375 

 376 

4.4 Product durability and reliability analyses 377 

Parameters affecting the durability include the stresses, the time and the capability of the component, 378 
assembly or product to withstand these constraints to function up to a defined limiting state. The stresses can 379 
come from various origins when any function is performed. The reference conditions for a component, product 380 
or assembly (See EN 62347) must be known in order to carry out a durability assessment. 381 

Some parts can be tested under several conditions and with several samples in order to obtain reliability data 382 
as input for the durability analysis. Many electronic components can be found within available reliability 383 
handbooks (See IEC TR 62380).  384 

When such data are not available for the entire product, additional testing and calculations should be carried 385 
out to better assess the durability parameters and gaining a better understanding of damage modelling 386 
through stress analysis. 387 

Based on dependability analysis, durability and reliability analysis process could be summarized as follows: 388 
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1) Qualitative analysis 389 

i) Analyse the functional system structure (§ 4.2); 390 

ii) Determine system and part fault modes, failure mechanisms, causes, effects and consequences of 391 
failures (§ 4.3.2); 392 

iii) Determine degradation mechanism that may cause failures (§ 4.3.2); 393 

iv) Analyse maintainability with respect to time, problem isolation method, and repair method (§ 4.4.6 394 
and for repair see standard xx (WG3)); 395 

v) Determine the adequacy of the diagnostics provided to detect faults (§ 4.3.2); 396 

vi) Analyse possibility for fault avoidance (§ 4.3.2); 397 

vii) Determine possible maintenance and repair strategies, etc. (§ 4.4.6). 398 

2) Quantitative analysis 399 

i) Develop reliability and/or availability models (§ 4.4.3); 400 

ii) Define numerical reference data to be used (§ 4.4.4); 401 

iii) Perform numerical dependability evaluations (§ 4.4 4 and Annex B). 402 

Modelling of durability is ultimately an abstraction of reality. It is not possible to fully represent real life usage, 403 
and therefore it is important that this is made clear in communications around durability. 404 

 405 

4.4.1 Define service conditions 406 

The service conditions can be divided into two categories; normal service conditions and special service 407 
conditions. Both shall be defined in accordance with information on staying within the operating and 408 
environmental conditions. A profile of the operating and environmental conditions is required to assess the 409 
durability. It is defined by the extreme and average values and their associated duration for each life phase of 410 
the product. 411 

4.4.1.1 Normal service conditions  412 

Unless otherwise specified, products are intended to be used in accordance with their rated characteristics 413 
and in the defined normal service conditions. Operation under normal service conditions of a product should 414 
be covered by the tests detailed in the relevant product standard.  415 

4.4.1.2 Special service conditions 416 

When a product is expected to be used under conditions different from the normal service conditions (usually 417 
stronger conditions), the user requirements should be defined using information obtained from the relevant 418 
operating or environmental conditions if not provided by the product standards. 419 

NOTE 1 Appropriate action should also be taken to ensure proper operation under such conditions of parts of the 420 
product such as components. 421 

NOTE 2 Detailed information concerning classification of environmental conditions is given in EN 60721-3-3 (indoor) 422 
and EN 60721-3-4 (outdoor). 423 
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4.4.2 Define environmental and operating conditions 424 

It is necessary to determine the operational and environmental loads that a product will experience throughout 425 
its life cycle including transportation, handling, storage, operation and maintenance (see EN 62308).  426 

The influencing factors affecting each function should be identified to assess their impact on product durability. 427 
Using Annex A.3.3 as guidance, key influencing factors can be identified from the matrix relationships 428 
affecting the functions needed by the system. 429 

It may not be possible to quantify all the necessary information regarding operational and environmental 430 
conditions. In these cases, engineering judgment may be required. If a condition is known, or strongly 431 
suspected to exist, it is usually better to estimate it than to ignore it. 432 

Many of the relevant conditions may occur only in certain phases of the equipment’s expected life, such as 433 
storage, transportation (road with various infrastructure, shipping, air freight, etc.). It is important to determine 434 
or arrive at a credible estimate of the duration of such conditions. 435 

4.4.2.1 Environmental conditions 436 

The environmental stresses depend on the macro and micro locations of the studied component, assembly or 437 
product (geographical area, operating site, layout within a system, compartment of device, etc.) and are linked 438 
to the application of the use. 439 

Any environmental conditions shall consider the following information, as relevant: 440 

1) ambient temperature; 441 

2) cycles of temperature (variations, time, expected total duration along life time); 442 

3) variations of supplies such as frequency, voltage, as well capability such as power and cooling; 443 

4) ambient humidity; 444 

5) cycles of humidity (variations, time, expected total duration along life time); 445 

6) ambient chemical contaminants, particles and deposit (NaCl deposit, SO2, NOx, O3, PM2.5, PM10,...); 446 

7) electromagnetic field; 447 

8) mechanical vibration due to transportation, earthquake, machines (acceleration, amplitude, frequency 448 
range, spectrum…); 449 

9) any other environmental conditions that may cause failures (biological, fauna, etc.). 450 

 451 

4.4.2.2 Operating conditions 452 

Any operating conditions shall consider the following information, as relevant: 453 

1) electrical stresses due to the operation of the equipment; 454 

2) steady-state temperature due to self-heating; 455 

3) temperature variations due to turning the equipment on and off;  456 

4) shocks: vibration, drop, mechanical impacts;  457 
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5) moisture conditions due to humidity and condensation; 458 

6) failure induced due to (lack of) maintenance;  459 

7) any other stresses that may cause failures. 460 

 461 

4.4.3 Stress analysis 462 

4.4.3.1 Description and purpose 463 

The stress-strength analysis is a method to determine capability of an item to withstand electrical, mechanical, 464 
environmental, or other stresses that might be a cause of their failure. These analyses determine the physical 465 
effect of stresses on an item, as well as its mechanical or physical ability. Probability of failure is directly 466 
proportional to the applied stresses. The specific relationship of stresses versus strength of an item 467 
determines the reliability of an item (component, assembly). 468 

4.4.3.2 Application 469 

Stress-strength analysis is primarily used in determination of reliability or equivalent failure rate of mechanical 470 
components. It is also used in physics of failure to determine likelihood of occurrence of a specific failure 471 
mode due to a specific individual cause in a component. 472 

Component structural reliability, i.e. its capability to withstand electrical or other stresses, depends on its 473 
strength or load-carrying capability, where reliability is the probabilistic measure of assurance of the 474 
component performance. Determination of this load-carrying capability involves uncertainty; therefore, this 475 
capability is modelled as a random variable, as opposed to the applied stress which, for the same reason of 476 
uncertainty, is modelled as another random variable. The overlap of these random variables, when 477 
represented by a distribution, represents the degree of probability that the stress will exceed the strength, that 478 
is, the area of overlap of the respective probability density functions represents the probability of failure 479 
occurrence.  480 

Evaluation of stress against strength and resultant reliability of parts depends upon evaluation of the second 481 
moments, the mean values and variances of the expected stress and strength random variables. This 482 
evaluation is often simplified to one stress variable compared to strength of the component In general terms, 483 
the strength and stress shall be represented by the performance function or the state function, which is a 484 
representative of a multitude of design variables including capabilities and stresses. Positive value of this 485 
function represents the safe state while negative value represents the failure state. 486 

Stress analysis is performed for example by classical mathematical techniques, analytic mathematical 487 
modelling or computational simulation. Often it is conducted with some type of computer-aided analytical 488 
process, such as finite element or finite difference analysis, which are combined with investigation or field 489 
tests when possible. Investigation tests are some monitored tests carried out to assess a stress met by a 490 
product during a life phase or to investigate a product withstand. Certified laboratory is not required to conduct 491 
these assessments. Computational methods enable simulation of the behaviour of a component, assembly or 492 
product with combined variable input stresses covering wider stress cases than those met by typical testing 493 
and field conditions. 494 

The results of this type of analysis are usually reported graphically, with the areas of greatest stress being 495 
highlighted in some easily detectable way. 496 

4.4.3.3 Key elements 497 

The key elements include a detailed knowledge of the component materials and construction, as well as other 498 
properties of interest as well as proper modelling of expected stresses. 499 
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4.4.3.4 Benefits  500 

Stress-strength analysis can provide accurate representation of component reliability as a function of the 501 
expected failure mechanisms. It includes variability of design as well as variability of expected applied 502 
stresses, and their mutual correlation. In this sense, the technique provides a more realistic insight into effects 503 
of multiple stresses and is more representative of physics of component failure, as many factors – 504 
environmental and mechanical – can be considered, including their mutual interaction. 505 

4.4.3.5 Limitations  506 

In the case of multiple stresses, and especially when there is an interaction or correlation between two or 507 
more stresses present, the mathematics of problem solving can become very involved, requiring professional 508 
mathematical computer tools. Another disadvantage is possible wrong assumption on distribution of one or 509 
more random variables, which, in turn, can lead to erroneous conclusions. 510 

 511 

4.4.4 Damage modelling 512 

After the types, locations and magnitudes of the stresses are identified, their effect in causing wear-out 513 
failures is determined. This is done using damage models. Damage models are mathematical equations that 514 
predict how long a given item can withstand a given stress before failure due to wear-out.  515 

Damage models also may be used in accelerated testing to estimate the behaviour of an item over a longer 516 
time at a lower stress level, based on its behaviour in a shorter time at a higher stress level. 517 

As the name implies, damage models are useful for predicting wear-out failures due to the accumulation of 518 
damage caused by operating or environmental stresses. They are not applicable to failures due to overstress.  519 

The main damage models (Arrhenius, Inverse power law, Eyring…) can be found in EN 62308 standard 520 
(Annex B - Durability analysis), EN 61709 standard (Reference conditions for failure rates and stress models 521 
for conversions) and EN 62506 standard (Methods for product accelerated testing) standards. 522 

Damage models are, by nature, inexact. The most effective models will usually represent a compromise 523 
between the extremes of: 524 

a) attempting to describe the situation so completely that they become so complex and data hungry that 525 
they are unusable, and  526 

b) being so simple that they are inaccurate. 527 

 528 
4.4.5 Available durability and reliability data based on experience 529 

The number of systems in use may influence the choice of methods and tools used to implement 530 
dependability. If the number of the identical systems in use is high, the experience data feedback will be 531 
relevant and test data are often available. A low number of systems in use may result in a lack of data on 532 
failure of those systems. The choice of methods and tools to implement dependability may be limited. The 533 
need for a dependability demonstration may be necessary for verification. In this case probabilistic methods 534 
and tools for modelling and system simulation may be used. 535 

Generally, data for calculation should be based on recognized sources of data, results obtained from 536 
operational experience on similar systems in the field, laboratory tests or from software/hardware integration.  537 

The failure rate prediction can use similarity analysis, which includes the use of fielded (in-service) equipment 538 
performance data, as mentioned within EN 60300-3-1 standard. 539 

The data should be collected according to the EN 60300-3-2 standard. 540 
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The analysis of data should use statistical and reliability methods. EN 60300-3-5 standard provides guidance 541 
on reliability test conditions and statistical test principles. 542 

The assessment of durability could require an assessment of availability, in accordance with EN 61703 543 
standard. Several availabilities definitions are existing being well defined by the standards. It is easier to 544 
assess any availability especially when field data are available, compared to a durability assessment. 545 

 546 

4.4.6 Maintenance needs and considerations on repair  547 

Maintenance and repair in general increase product reliability respectively durability performance. However, 548 
there might also be trade-offs between durability and reparability, as a design feature which supports durability 549 
and reliability could hinder easy repair.  550 

The type and nature of a product will affect the durability specifications, and products can have varying 551 
degrees of reparability. For example, some may include maintenance action and planned exchange of ware-552 
out parts as a normal part of use cycle and can usually be repaired, e.g. large technical systems. Others such 553 
as small household and ICT devices for example, may be harder to repair due to their size. Also, for such 554 
products, due to technological progress the cost of repair at a certain point in time might be higher than the 555 
residual value of the product and thus the option of repair may be rendered economically unattractive. The 556 
performance of a reparable product is greatly influenced by the product maintainability as well as the repair or 557 
maintenance strategies employed. When long-term provision of function is the critical requirement for a 558 
product, the performance measure of “availability” is the appropriate measure to evaluate the influence of 559 
maintenance and repair on product dependability. When continuous provision of function is the critical 560 
requirement, reliability is the appropriate performance measure. 561 

Maintainability should be analysed with respect to time (duration, cycle & distance), problem isolation method 562 
and repair method in order to determine the possible maintenance and repair strategy. The adequacy of the 563 
diagnostics provided to detect faults should also be considered.  564 

The standards on “Ability to repair, reuse and upgrade” and “Ability to re-manufacture” that have been 565 
published under CEN-CLC XXXXX series provide further guidance on the assessment of the reparability of 566 
ErPs. In the other way round, the durability and reliability analysis according to this standard can provide 567 
relevant information for the assessment process describes in the standard on “Ability to repair, reuse and 568 
upgrade”.  569 

Modelling of durability is an abstraction of reality, because it is not possible to fully represent real life usage. 570 
Therefore the ability of a product to be repaired is important to secure reaching durability expectations beyond 571 
time to first failure. 572 

 573 

4.4.7 Wear out parts and spare parts considerations 574 

The showed examples could be different depending of the design architecture linked to the product specific 575 
standard and the manufacturer. 576 

<For examples please check CEN-CLCTC10_WG02Sec00050DC (document limiting states v5-xls, sheet “ex 577 
consumables & wearing parts”), could be included as examples here?> 578 

 579 

4.4.8 Precautions for longer lifespan and special service conditions 580 

The durability of ErP is mainly linked to environmental and operating conditions. To achieve a longer lifespan 581 
optimization of these conditions is required expecting the damage modelling is linked to the technologies and 582 
product design and would not be changed. The optimization of the operating conditions is more linked to the 583 
behaviour of the user or the optimization of its application, and it can be difficult to influence them. However, 584 

http://collaborationclc.iec.ch/LotusQuickr/clc_cen-clctc10/PageLibraryC12580C100754467.nsf/h_F690283F75264DF9C125726500355619/34B412451D63DE26C12581770038EC08/?OpenDocument
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the environmental conditions can be improved for longer lifespan when normal service conditions are met. 585 
Some precautions to reduce the effects from atmospheric conditions to any ErP can be applied as well as 586 
during the installation phase but also during the design phase. Examples are given in Table 1. Privilege to the 587 
passive precautions will be given avoiding any consumption of energy. The same precautions are applicable 588 
when special service conditions are met to recover at least the normal service conditions, which can always 589 
be improved. 590 

Several phenomena could be met on ErP when no precaution are applied as follows and as non-exhaustive 591 
examples: 592 

• Early ageing of synthetic materials,  593 
• Early corrosion, 594 
• Accelerated battery ageing, 595 
• Over consumption of active ErPs…. 596 

 597 

Table 1 — Example of information linked to product durability and reliability analyses  598 

 599 

 600 

4.4.9 Summary of data and results of the durability and reliability assessment 601 

After the functional analysis and the durability and reliability assessment the following results shall be 602 
available: 603 
 604 
List of: 605 

1) Relevant functions, subfunctions & components, products, assemblies; 606 

Any specific product standard shall classify their priority of functions which are different for each lot of 607 
ErP. As example as soon as the main function(s) is (are) fulfilled a function of the environmental 608 
performance should appeared targeting an eco-designed product. 609 

 To reduce  

Precautions for any enclosure embedding electrical components, 
products, assemblies. 
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Draining system (Electrical room, substation…)  x  x 
Air filtering (Filter adapted to the main pollutant…) x    
Air conditioning (Moisture & temperature)  x x x 
Sealing of cable entrances (Cellar, cable vault…)  x x  x 
Thermal insulation  x x  
Absence of air flow through the electrical device x    
Clearance between equipment and walls  x x  
Thermal waste in separate compartment (transformers, engine…) x  x  
Absence of fans x    
Double layers air insulated enclosure (Canopy, ceiling + roof…)  x x  
Optimization of the openings required for any cooling (forced or 
natural) x  x x 

Optimization of the openings in polluted area (salty, industrial…) x    
Improvement of the degree of protection (EN 60529) x    
Orientation of the openings in relation to the pollution source x    
Air flow  x x  
Heating to maintain a stable temperature (Technical room)  x x  
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a. Main functions of the product under safe operation, for an expected durability 610 

b. Other functions should be sub-functions 611 

2) Relevant parameters of dependability (durability parameters, reliability parameters); 612 

a. Environmental and operating conditions 613 

b. Durability (cycle, distance, duration) 614 

c. Failure modes (see §4) 615 

d. Failure rates: λ, MTTF, MTTFF, MTBUF, … 616 

 617 

3) Typical limiting states, failures, and misuses; 618 
a. Limiting states:  619 

i. Any state reached from a required state after a failure (§3.2) 620 
1. Fault,  621 
2. No information about the product itself if the product is assumed to inform the 622 

user about its state 623 
 624 

b. Failures: 625 
i. Any event reaching a limiting state (§3.15) 626 

1. Broken component 627 
2. Welded electrical wire 628 
3. Flash over through electrical insulation material 629 
4. Any signal out of expected tolerance  630 

a. (measurement, consumption, LED brightness, LCD readability, 631 
environmental disturbance (noise, EMF,..)) 632 
 633 

c. Misuses: 634 
i. Any use of ErP to carry a non-expected load  635 
ii. Any use or ErP out of its scope or its normal service conditions 636 
iii. Reasonably foreseeable misuse: use of a product, process or service in a way not 637 

intended by the manufacturer, but which may result from readily predictable human 638 
behaviour  639 

1. Use of hair dryer to dry clothes 640 
 641 

 642 

4) Reporting durability analysis results 643 

Typically, durability analysis results are reported as a list of likely failures, arranged chronologically from the 644 
shortest to the longest time to failure. From a reliability prediction point of view, only the shortest times to 645 
failure are of interest. This is because durability analysis predicts wear-out failures, which by definition are 646 
common cause; thus all the items will fail by the short time wear-out mechanisms (competing risks).  647 

The type of information reported for durability analysis is not well established. At a minimum, the following 648 
information should be included for each failure.  649 

i) Time to failure. This is usually a point estimate; however, the distributions of some failures may be 650 
known. It may be specified using a Weibull model. Often, suppliers state the time for a given 651 
percentage of failures as for example B10 (10 % failed) and B50 (average lifetime). 652 

ii) Failure site. It is desirable to know which element of the design will fail. In addition to being useful 653 
as an input to safety analysis, this information could be useful to the designer in improving the 654 
design. 655 
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iii) Failure mechanism. This information also is useful for safety analysis and for design improvement 656 

iv) Failure-causing stress. This information can be used to evaluate changes in the operating and 657 
environmental conditions to increase time to failure.  658 

 659 
4.4.10 Durability and reliability assessment process improvement 660 

As a process, a continuous improvement especially when integrated within a circular economy, is required. 661 
 662 
Previous durability or reliability assessment results could be used to improve the later durability or reliability 663 
assessment processes, and are a source of information for improvement of the equipment throughout the 664 
equipment life cycle, however validations are required as follows to avoid misunderstanding of root cause of 665 
the limited states: 666 
 667 
a) comparing calculated results from reliability assessments, e.g. expected lifespan, MTTFF (Mean Time to 668 

First Failure), MTTF (Mean Time to Failure), MTBUR (Mean Time Between Unit Repair), confidence 669 
intervals, time to failure, etc., with field data; 670 

NOTE: mean operating time to first failure MTTFF is the calculation of the operating time to first failure, see also operating 671 
time to first failure (192-05-02). For non-repairable items, the MTTFF is also the MTTF. 672 

b) comparing failure sites, modes, and mechanisms predicted by reliability assessments with those obtained 673 
from in-service data; 674 

c) checking to ensure that all failures recorded are what might be termed ‘legitimate’; and 675 

d) comparing in-service environmental, operating, and maintenance conditions with those assumed in 676 
reliability assessments. 677 

 678 
With regard to a), it might be that a sudden surge in voltage on a power supply line (a primary failure) arising 679 
from the failure of a single component, might lead to many other failures (secondary failures). Unless there 680 
was some special reason to record secondary failures, such failures would normally be discounted. Other 681 
types of failure might also need to be discounted. For example, if the ambient temperature of a piece of 682 
equipment rises or falls well beyond design limits, and this in turn gives rise to failure of the equipment, such a 683 
failure might well need to be discounted.  684 
 685 
With regard to b), care should be taken when comparing predictions with observed results. It is almost certain 686 
that predictions and observations will never agree exactly or even approximately in spite of the fact that the 687 
results of the prediction might be close to reality. This is because predictions are based mainly on mean 688 
values whereas observations seldom are.  689 
 690 

4.5 Verification and test strategy 691 

To verify if the durability and reliability goals will be met, the product functionality and product component tests 692 
or calculations shall be identified. 693 

Results from analysis are likely to be less accurate predictions than the results obtained from testing in 694 
defined testing condition. However results from analysis are likely to be more accurate predictions than the 695 
results obtained from testing when a broad set of environmental and operations conditions must be verified, 696 
because any simulation covers wider combinations of constraints compared to the capability of testing 697 
conditions met in a laboratory. However testing results feed any analysis like the damage modelling, 698 
especially when they come from endurance tests. Therefore, ISO/IEC Directive 2 2016 §5.5, specifies 699 
stability, reliability or lifetime of a product shall not be specified if no test method is known which can verify the 700 
claim in a reasonably short time. If this condition is satisfied testing should be the preferred strategy.  701 
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When the duration of the test of the ErP is not practicable, the necessary information may be obtained by 702 
testing major subassemblies or components. Testing of components not yet built in in an ErP has the 703 
advantage to reduce test cycles, as a tested component may be used in several product models. However 704 
thereby the specific build in situation is not considered, which can have an effect on durability. 705 

Tests shall be identified according to the following priorities: 706 

1) test of the performance of the ErP 707 

2) test of the performance of selected functions, subassemblies or components integrated in the ErP 708 

3) test of assemblies or components performed, if not yet integrated in the ErP 709 

In addition, the environment and operating conditions as well as use patterns of the product have to be taken 710 
into account when the tests are selected respectively developed. Thereby test conditions and test cycles shall 711 
as much as possible match with the real operation conditions. In cases where the test is performed close to 712 
the in-service conditions, the test will give a good estimate of the durability, but the test might last a very long 713 
time, require a large number of test items and the low number of failures will result in a large uncertainty in the 714 
durability estimates. If the test is accelerated, the sample size and the test time can be reduced. The larger 715 
number of failures will reduce the statistical uncertainty, but the technical uncertainty will be higher, since the 716 
accelerated test conditions can cause failure modes that are not relevant in the field. If accelerating factors are 717 
used, they should be chosen so as to avoid the introduction of failure mechanism which differ from those 718 
occurring in service, transportation and storage. 719 

The test should be selected respectively designed to provide information on the following properties of ErP: 720 

1) the ability to operate within specified environmental and operating conditions 721 

2) if appropriate the ability to withstand conditions of transport, storage and installation 722 

Tests shall especially address critical failure mechanisms and main failure modes. Durability testing within this 723 
standard shall primarily demonstrate a minimum failure free operation time respectively number of failure free 724 
cycles. In some cases this might only be possible with some degree of assurance. In such cases the 725 
confidence interval need to be stated. 726 

In a first step it should be assessed, if appropriate tests are already available, e.g. reliability test, or if existing 727 
tests, e.g. environmental or safety test procedures can be adapted to the need of durability tests. If necessary, 728 
new tests shall be developed. 729 

The tests shall be specified in terms of test parameters and if applicable test apparatus respectively 730 
arrangement and dimension of test equipment and a description how to conduct the test. Thereby the 731 
description shall be performance related rather than apparatus-dependent. The test shall be accompanied by 732 
a suitable sampling plan. The principles of dealing with uncertainties of the product life cycle and effects which 733 
cannot be simulated with the test shall be stated. 734 

 735 

4.5.1 Accelerated tests 736 

When accelerated tests can be carried out the EN 62506 standard should be applied, which provides 737 
guidance on the application of various accelerated test techniques for measurement or improvement of 738 
product reliability. Identification of potential failure modes that could be experienced in the use of a 739 
product/item and their mitigation is instrumental to ensure dependability of an item.  740 

The object of the methods presented within the EN 62506 standard, is to either identify potential design 741 
weakness or provide information on item dependability, or to achieve necessary reliability/availability 742 
improvement, all within a compressed or accelerated period of time.  743 
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EN 62506 standard addresses accelerated testing of non-repairable and repairable systems. It can be used 744 
for probability ratio sequential tests, fixed duration tests and reliability improvement/growth tests, where the 745 
measure of reliability may differ from the standard probability of failure occurrence. This standard also extends 746 
to present accelerated testing or production screening methods that would identify weakness introduced into 747 
the product by manufacturing error, which could compromise product dependability. 748 

The Figure 3 from the EN 62506 standard which has been modified to show the most appropriate accelerated 749 
testing methods type B and type C focussing to the useful lifetime under precaution as mentioned by the 750 
standard, could be applied. 751 

 752 

Figure 3 — xxx 753 

 754 
There are two distinctly different approaches to reliability activities: 755 

a) Type A: qualitative accelerated tests: for detection of failure mode and/or phenomenon; 756 

It verifies, through analysis and testing, that there are no potential failure modes in the product that are 757 
likely to be activated during the expected life time of the product under the expected operating conditions; 758 

b) Type B: quantitative accelerated tests: for prediction of failure distribution in normal use; 759 

It estimates how many failures can be expected after a given time under the expected operating 760 
conditions. 761 

 Type B tests use cumulative damage methods to determine product reliability projected to the end of the 762 
expected product life. The necessary margin between the expected cumulative damage and the 763 
requirement produces a reliability measure. It is necessary to have a thorough understanding of the 764 
potential failure mechanisms and the operational and environmental stresses of the product or system. 765 
FMEA (See EN 60812) can be used.  766 

The extent of acceleration, usually termed the acceleration factor (AF or A), is defined as the ratio of the 767 
life under use conditions to that under the accelerated test conditions. 768 

Reliability growth testing 769 

Verifying in-service reliability 770 

c) Type C: quantitative time and event compression tests: for prediction of failure distribution in normal use. 771 

Type C tests are mostly used for estimation of the life time of components where wear out in active use is 772 
the dominating failure mode; for example switches, keyboards, relays, connectors or bearings. The data 773 
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from these tests are often analysed using the Weibull distribution, and often in the form of the so-called 774 
“sudden death test” (see EN 61649) 775 

Time compression 776 

Time compression is achieved by eliminating “OFF-time” (e.g. non-operating time) by compressing 777 
the duty cycle through addressing just the ON time. 778 

With a relatively short test duration at nominal stresses, there is no reason to increase the stresses, 779 
and therefore, there is no need to determine stress acceleration factors; otherwise there is a risk of 780 
overstressing the units under test. Testing only under operational conditions would disregard the 781 
influence of non-operating environments which could be avoided (synthetic material ageing, corrosion, 782 
fatigue …) 783 

Event compression 784 

 This tests can be combined with the compression tests and with the stress acceleration tests, 785 
however in both cases as the time compressions may influence the stress acceleration without 786 
material relaxation as example. 787 

To summarize the purpose of quantitative accelerated tests type B and C, is to estimate one or more 788 
measures of reliability, e.g. failure rate, probability of failure or survival, or time to failure (TTF). Often the 789 
purpose of quantitative accelerated testing is to determine the life time of components with a limited life (wear 790 
out), or to determine (quantify) and improve the reliability of systems and components. For this, Weibull 791 
analysis is very useful (see EN 61649). 792 

For a quantitative accelerated test (Type B and C test) the number of items are mainly determined by whether 793 
the purpose of the test is to estimate the average constant risk (exponential failure distribution assumed) or 794 
the purpose is to estimate the time to failure (life time) for the items. 795 

For quantitative accelerated tests (Type B and C) the acceleration factor has to be estimated (see example in 796 
Annex A) to link the test time with the equivalent time in the field. Each failure mode has to be analysed 797 
separately. Therefore a failure analysis is required for all failures. Once an estimate has been made for each 798 
failure mode observed, the failure probability and time to failure can be added to estimate the failure 799 
probability of the product as a function of time. Statistical tools that can be used for analysis include the 800 
following standards: EN 61123, EN 61124, EN 60605-6, EN 61649, EN 62506 and EN 62429. 801 

4.5.1.1 Determination of stress levels, profiles and combinations in use and test – stress modelling 802 
in a step by step procedure 803 
 804 
The following procedure should be applied: 805 
 806 

a) identify the relevant stress factors from the field, including storage and transportation (see the EN 807 
60721 series); 808 

b) determine which stress types have to be accelerated, which will be nominal and which can be omitted, 809 
e.g. because they are covered by other tests; 810 

c) determine if the stresses can be applied simultaneously to include stress interactions or whether they 811 
will have to be applied sequentially, e.g. in a test cycle (see EN 60605-2); 812 

d) determine if the acceleration factor (A) can be estimated from the test or estimate the acceleration 813 
factors based on relevant acceleration equations and relevant empirical factors; 814 

e) determine the sample size (see EN 61649, EN 61123 and EN 61124); 815 
f) perform the test (see EN 60300-3-5); 816 
g) perform failure analysis; 817 
h) analyse the test – each failure mode separately (see EN 61649, EN 61710 and EN 61124); 818 
i) report test result (see EN 60300-3-5). 819 

 820 
EN 62506 standard should be used for more detail about the quantitative test methodologies, using multiple 821 
stresses accelerations and life test (§5.7.2).  822 
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Annex A  823 
(informative) 824 

 825 
 Dependability – Reliability – Durability   826 

 827 

A.1 General 828 

Any durability assessment is complex and requires a perfect knowledge of the studied part. There are several 829 
defined methodologies where the prediction for a part of its capability to withstand when facing to one or 830 
several stresses for a defined time, cycle, distance. These methodologies are the merging of the experience, 831 
physical and statistical aspects especially from domain where the risk must be mastered such as Aerospace, 832 
Civil engineering, Defense, Nuclear activities and where any controlling system must be secured.  833 

These domains are covered by their own standardization and regulatory frameworks, where reference to IEC 834 
publications can be found. IEC publishes standards, technical reports and guides about “Dependability” 835 
through the technical committee TC56. 836 

This clause has been built to introduce and explain the topic of dependability based from IEC/EN publications 837 
focussing to durability and reliability assessments of an ErP, and when possible using general examples. 838 

A.2 Dependability 839 

Dependability can be expressed in terms of the core attributes of availability, reliability, durability, 840 
maintainability and maintenance support that are tailored to application-specific functional and service 841 
attributes. This requires methodologies taking a functional approach to describe all functions intended to be 842 
covered by the product under certain environmental and operating conditions along its life cycle. 843 

The dependability of an item is the ability to perform as and when required, and beyond this the IEC definition 844 
of dependability is used as collective term for the time-related quality characteristics of an item. 845 

Dependability (192-01-22) includes availability (192-01-23), reliability (192-01-24), recoverability (192-01-25), 846 
maintainability (192-01-27), and maintenance support performance (192-01-29), and, in some cases, other 847 
characteristics such as durability (192-01-21), safety and security. 848 

For the purpose of this document dependability will be the general domain taken as reference of 849 
standardisation to describe the reliability assessment embedding the durability assessment. 850 

A.3 Reliability 851 

The reliability of an item is different compared with the reliability of a measure as follows:  852 

• The reliability of an item is the ability to perform as required, without failure, for a given time interval 853 
(time, cycles, distance run, etc.), under given conditions such as the mode of operating, stress levels, 854 
environmental conditions, and maintenance. 855 
 856 

• The reliability of a measure is the probability of performing as required for the time interval (t1, t2), 857 
under given conditions such as the mode of operating, stress levels, environmental conditions, and 858 
maintenance.  859 

The reliability is defined further based on data of failures under certain conditions. However, the reliability can 860 
be defined by assessing the failure modes, operating and storage conditions, and environmental conditions. 861 

The ECEN 61709 defines the reference conditions for failure rates and stress models for the reliability of 862 
electric components. 863 

http://www.electropedia.org/iev/iev.nsf/display?openform&ievref=192-01-25
http://www.electropedia.org/iev/iev.nsf/display?openform&ievref=192-01-27
http://www.electropedia.org/iev/iev.nsf/display?openform&ievref=192-01-29
http://www.electropedia.org/iev/iev.nsf/display?openform&ievref=192-01-21
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A.3.1 Assessment criteria 864 
Before introduction of the different schemas and examples of the limiting states, a shared understanding of 865 
states (Run – Fault) and events-transitions (Repair - Failure) is necessary. 866 

 867 

Figure 4 — xxx 868 

 869 

The Figure 4 shows reliability limitations and Figure 5 several examples of limiting states for which a durability 870 
of a single item could be limited. Only two kind of limiting states have been used as example, respectively 871 
showing digital and analog signals, but sometime they could not be expressed as a signal such as example 872 
the pitting corrosion. The clause 4.3.3 explains how to identify the limiting state. 873 

 874 

Figure 5 — Limitation of reliability 875 

 876 

Wearing part replacement Wearing part replacement Non repairable for technical reason
Before or after a limiting state Non repairable for economical reason
Failure of repairable item Obsolete (Regulation change…)
Periodic inspection

RepairMaintenance End of useful lifetime ?

Reliability
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 877 

Figure 6 — Examples of limiting states  878 

 879 

The Figure 6 shows an example which could be met for an ErP or for a function where the assessment criteria 880 
of the technical durability which avoid social and economic aspects, could be considered as equivalent of 881 
operating availability. The operating availability could be shorted by the lifespan of a component when facing 882 
to a stress in accordance with normal service conditions and ageing due to its failure modes. 883 

 884 

Figure 7 — Operating availability 885 

 886 

To assess the operating availability the EN 61703 standard shall be used. The EN 61703 standard defines 887 
mathematical expressions dealing with reliability, availability, maintainability and maintenance support terms. 888 
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A.4 Durability 890 

Durability is an aspect of reliability, related to the ability of an item to withstand the effects of time (or of 891 
distance travelled, operating cycles, etc.) dependent mechanisms such as fatigue, wear, corrosion, electrical 892 
parameter change, and so on. 893 

The most appropriate definition of the durability of an item is its ability to function as required, under defined 894 
conditions of use, and maintenance and repair, until a limiting state is reached. 895 

Being an ability, a demonstration of the durability should be required. This demonstration should identify if the 896 
technical criteria associated with a maintenance program will be able to fulfil the product functionalities and if 897 
the whole product will match with the expected lifespan. Non-technical criteria related to economic, regulatory 898 
framework, or aesthetic influences cannot be considered as it is not possible to evaluate these aspects (as 899 
defined by the IEC directive). 900 

Clause 4.1.2 defines a procedure using a flow chart which is based on existing and applicable tools used for 901 
dependability studies, aiming to assess the robustness of a product over an expected duration. 902 

Durability is usually expressed as a minimum time before the occurrence of wear-out failures. In repairable 903 
systems, it is often characterized as the ability of the product to function after repairs. Prerequisite definitions 904 
product parts should be shared to assume later different kind of limiting states of a product. 905 

 906 

A.4.1 Durability analysis 907 

A durability analysis is an analysis of the equipment’s responses to the stresses imposed by operational use, 908 
maintenance, shipping, storage and other activities throughout its specified life-cycle to estimate its predicted 909 
reliability and expected life. 910 

As the definition indicates, the results of a durability analysis are stated in expected time to meet a limiting 911 
state such as fault (which could become a failure when non-reparable), rather than as a failure rate or MTTF 912 
which is standard expression when defining a reliability. 913 

Durability analysis is described within the EN 62308 standard. Before assessing the durability of a product a 914 
good knowledge of the functions it is intended to cover and its failure modes are required. 915 

A.4.2 Functions 916 

For this functional analysis techniques, can be used to optimize the choices during the design phases of a 917 
product or a sub-system. The functional analysis is used to identify the function of the product, to quantify the 918 
performance to be reached where the technical performance should be well balanced to respect a conscious 919 
design regarding the impact to the environment. 920 

The main prerequisite of any functional analysis impacting a durability analysis shall be to define the profile of 921 
the operating and environmental conditions. The normal service conditions usually are a list of defined 922 
constraints within a product specific standard reflecting standardized values surrounding the product for an 923 
expected application and operation. When these conditions are not normal, the constraints could be specified 924 
as special service conditions. The service conditions are usually checked when a product is designed for an 925 
application and should be used for others. As example of application we can find home, building, industrial, 926 
marine... 927 

To initiate a functional approach the EN 62347 standard specifies influencing factors for evaluation of system 928 
functions applicable to ErP, as shown in Table 2. 929 
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Table 2 — Influencing factors for evaluation of system functions  930 

  Influencing conditions 

In
flu

en
ci

ng
 fa

ct
or

s 

Task 
requirements 

Human 
interaction Process Environment Environmental  Support 

services Utilities Interacting 
system 

Other 
factors 

Nature of 
tasks 

Command 
authorized 

Input / 
output Temperature WEEE Maintenance Power Boundary Economic 

constraints 

Scope Unauthorized 
Interaction Modes Humidity RoHS Documentation Fuel Protocol Regulatory 

constrains 

Duration Job-defined 
interaction Stages Vibration REACH Technical 

support Energy Interference Technical 
novelty 

Sequence training Cycles Shock Footprint Spare parts Public utilities Dependency Novelty of 
operation 

Mode of 
Operation skills Failure 

modes Pressure Circularity Special tools Private utilities Interoperability Complexity 

Start-up Interfaces   Radiation 
(EMC) 

Energy 
efficiency 

Maintenance 
access Communications Cyber-security Number of 

systems 
Normal 
operation     Contaminations Decarbonization Levels of 

support     Degree of 
redundancy 

Emergency 
operation     Storage  EMF - Radio 

(RED)         

Shut-down     Transports  Noise         

 931 

 932 
A.4.3 Service conditions 933 

The IEC/GUIDE 106 specifies environmental conditions for equipment rating. Basic environments for 934 
stationary use at weather protected locations, as defined and in accordance with the EN 61709, is insensitive 935 
to the weather outdoors and humidity is controlled within defined limits. This is typical of telecommunications 936 
and computer equipment placed in buildings. This includes office situations. 937 

A.4.3.1 Example:  938 
The classification E1 in accordance with the IEC 61709 2011 mentions environmental conditions 939 
by several parameters and severities such as 3K3 for classification of a climatic conditions 3M3 940 
for the mechanical conditions, in accordance with IEC 60721-3-3 2002, which could be specified 941 
as normal service conditions: 942 
 943 
Low air temperature: +5°C 944 
High air temperature:  +40°C 945 
Low relative humidity:  5% 946 
High relative humidity:  85% 947 
Rate of change of temperature: 0.5°C/min 948 
Condensation: No 949 
Solar radiation: 700W/m² 950 
 951 
If a specific product standard is expected to refer to the normal service conditions as defined by 952 
3K3, and if the product is intended to be used for a climatic condition 3K4, the services conditions 953 
becomes special. 954 
 955 
Low air temperature: +5°C 956 
High air temperature:  +40°C 957 
Low relative humidity:  5% 958 
High relative humidity:  95% 959 
Rate of change of temperature: 0.5°C/min 960 
Condensation: No 961 
Solar radiation: 700W/m² 962 

 963 
As example a product could refer to the classification 3K3 when it is on loaded and used. A same 964 
product could refer to 1K2 according to IEC 60721-3-1 if stored on same normal conditions or 965 
stronger conditions being off loaded when stored. In any case the storage conditions shall be 966 
specified.  967 
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The used product could be designed to an environmental condition at 3K4 or stronger 968 
classification. 969 
 970 
The operating conditions are defined by the conditions coming from the environmental conditions 971 
combined with the additional stress brought by the components of the product and its application 972 
during operation life phase. 973 
 974 
If the product is asked to be used under special service conditions some precautions shall be 975 
applied to recover the normal service conditions 976 
 977 

A.4.4 Stress analysis 978 
The stress analysis is explained in the main part of this document, however the informative annex 979 
will highlight the importance of this phase continuing examples, as follows: 980 

Low air temperature: +5°C with a tolerance of 0 °C +2 °C:  10 days / year 981 
Average air temperature +20°C:     345 days / year 982 
High air temperature:  +40°C with a tolerance of -2 °C 0 °C:  10 days / year 983 
 984 

This kind of definition could not be enough accurate to assess a durability based on damage 985 
modelling even if in Europe mainly temperate climates are met according to IEC 60721-2-1. 986 

As example the Figure 8 shows two curves of temperature distribution lower than 20 °C as yearly 987 
average of two temperate climates met in Europe such as Stockholm (Sweden) and Malaga 988 
(Spain), which will be influenced by the building construction, internal waste and all device 989 
influencing the temperatures surrounding the ErP. 990 

 991 

Figure 8 — xxx 992 

 993 

 The installation of the device shall be carried out in accordance with the manufacturer installation 994 
guide. 995 

A.4.5 Damage modelling 996 
As mentioned above the ageing is influenced by a lot of parameters, and any product and technology should 997 
be analysed to define the energy of activation. The energy of activation is required by a lot of damage models 998 
as mentioned within EN 62506, EN 62308 and EN 61709 standards. 999 

As a basic example Figure 9 highlights the importance of accuracy of the input data. The case is 3 1000 
temperatures as examples of environmental conditions and it shows the effects to the failure rate factor if 1001 
Arrhenius model is applied in accordance with following conditions: Energy of activation Ea is assumed at 0.9, 1002 
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the verification test is 40°C when the material is assumed to be used at 20°C as average, for a same period. 1003 
The result would be the same for different periods (Days, week, year, lifetime…) 1004 

 1005 

Figure 9 — xxx 1006 

 1007 
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Annex B  1008 
(informative) 1009 

 1010 
Functional analysis 1011 

 1012 

B.1 Functional analysis approach 1013 

Function Analysis involves identifying functions, validating them with the help of clear logical elements and 1014 
characterizing them. This approach enhances communication to obtain a common understanding between the 1015 
team members as to the project fundamentals 1016 

Functional analysis is used to: 1017 

• identify the functions of a product; 1018 
• quantify the performances to be reached; 1019 
• act as a means of improved communication between those involved in the definition, the durability 1020 

analysis. 1021 

The term user shall not be limited to the end user alone, even if the latter is often the principal user of the 1022 
product. Functional analysis shall identify and consider as users all those who, for each of the phases of the 1023 
product's life cycle, have particular requirements or expectations with regard to the product. 1024 

Function Analysis is a process that results in a comprehensive description of the functions and their 1025 
relationships, which may be systematically characterized, classified and evaluated. The function model is the 1026 
result of Function Analysis. It may be represented by diagrams which provide a common understanding by the 1027 
working group of the functional performance. 1028 

The function model may be represented by diagrams which provide a common understanding by the working 1029 
group of the functional performances. Functional analysis implies working through multidisciplinary team. 1030 

There are two types of functions: 1031 

1. User related function: that the product does during its whole life cycle (it is the what for?) or expected 1032 
to be satisfied. (it can be met as service function or external function) 1033 

2. Product related function: that describes the internal actions of the product to work out the answer to 1034 
the need (it is the How?)  (it can be met as technical function or internal function) 1035 

General process: 1036 

• Identifying and listing all the functions to complete the purposes for all life phases of the product, 1037 
using verb specifying the nature of the action and the noun of the element for which the verb is 1038 
applicable. 1039 

o Method of interaction with the product surrounding as defined within EN 12973 standards 1040 
helps the function definition. Figure 10 gives a non-exhaustive example for an operational 1041 
phase of a product. 1042 

o Some interactions could be linked through the product 1043 
• Organizing the functions (Table, tree….) 1044 
• Characterising the function by their performance and limitation 1045 

o Define the risks 1046 
o Define durability objective 1047 
o Define limiting states (up or down states or continuous state which is over an acceptable limit)  1048 
o Define maintenance and repair strategy 1049 

• Setting the function in a hierarchical order by importance of the users 1050 
o This phase is more relevant for design phase which is part of the product specific standard, 1051 

compared to its added value for durability assessment. 1052 
o The main function …"for the expected lifetime" should be the highest priority 1053 
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o The whole environmental performance and its lowest priority compared to the secondary 1054 
functions should be specified by the specific product standard. 1055 

 Manufacturers could make the choice to classify environmental performance at the 1056 
main priority. 1057 

o This classification helps to identify the functions for which the priority of the reliability and 1058 
durability analysis should focus. 1059 

B.2 Usual FA techniques 1060 

Different methods are used for the various phases of the overall process of FA, from the listing to the 1061 
evaluation of functions. We examine below the methods which are most frequently used:  1062 

B.2.1 Natural or intuitive search; 1063 

This method is more appropriate when there is an existing product without new technology. 1064 

B.2.2 Method of interaction with the external environment; 1065 
This method is interesting to define the main and secondary functions by life phase. 1066 

 1067 

 1068 

Figure 10 — xxx 1069 

 1070 
B.2.3 Function Analysis Systems Technique (FAST); 1071 
The technical FAST as described within the EN 12973 standard is a common structured methodology which 1072 
could be used to fulfil the functions during the design phase of the product and will be useful to identify how 1073 
these functions should be verified. 1074 

B.2.4 Other FA techniques such as the Structured Analysis methods. 1075 
 1076 

B.2.5 Technical specification 1077 

This phase is achieved when durability assessment is carried out. It is a document required before the design 1078 
phase within the life cycle. 1079 
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Any complete functional analysis enables to share a common understanding about the product performance, 1080 
how those performances can be achieved and how they can be verified, embedding constraints coming from 1081 
regulatory framework. 1082 

In addition functional analysis enables to built or complete the product technical specification and associated 1083 
verification and validation testing program. 1084 
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